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Abstract. Timed-release encryption allows senders to send a message
to a receiver which cannot decrypt until a server releases a time bound
key at the release time. The release time usually supposed to be known to
the receiver, the ciphertext therefore cannot be decrypted if the release
time is lost. We solve this problem in this paper by having a master time
bound key which can replace the time bound key of any release time. We
first present security models of the timed-release encryption with master
time bound key. We present a provably secure construction based on the
Weil pairing.
Keywords: timed-release encryption, Weil pairing, bilinear Diffie-Hellman
problem
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Introduction

The concept of timed-release encryption was first proposed by May [16]. The idea
is to introduce the concept of time into an encryption scheme, especially into
the decryption algorithm. There are two distinct approaches. One is to focus on
the amount of time it takes to decrypt and the other is to have a trusted server
to unlock encryption in due time. As time is one of the important aspects in the
real world, timed-release encryption can be used for several purposes [20] such
as bidding in an auction, as a personal time capsule, key escrow, etc. It can also
be used to store sensitive data which should not be accessible before some time.
The first category of timed-release encryptions uses time-lock puzzles [20],
which involves heavy computation for the decryption. The second one involves
a trusted server [4, 7–10, 13]. It requires a time bound key which is periodically
released by the trusted server for the decryption.
The timed-release encryption with a time-lock puzzle was first introduced by
Rivest et al. [20]. They showed that the approach which makes available only
some part of the decryption key and makes a receiver to brute force the remaining part of the decryption key is not sufficient for the timed-release encryption
because it is parallelizable, so it offers no guarantee of the amount of time required to decrypt. They proposed a construction based on a time-lock puzzle

which requires some non-parallelizable sequential computations on a single processor. Therefore, it has some guarantee that the receiver will spend at least
some time doing sequential computations.
Timed-release encryption with a trusted server was first proposed by May [16]
while introducing this concept. The first approach is to send a message and a
release time to a trusted server who then transfers the message after the release
time is passed. Then, Rivest et al. [20] proposed a construction in which the
trusted server does not store any message but this scheme suffers from problems
of anonymity and confidentiality. Crescenzo et al. [10] proposed a construction
based on a conditional oblivious transfer which allows a sender to be anonymous. But the receiver cannot be anonymous and the trusted server is a subject
to denial-of-service attack. Later, Blake and Chan [4] proposed a construction
based on the identity-based encryption scheme by Boneh and Franklin [6] in
which the trusted server interacts with neither the sender nor the receiver. As
Blake and Chan did not provide any security notion, Cathalo et al. [7] proposed
its security notions and improved its construction. Based on the construction
of Blake and Chan, Hwang et al. [13] proposed a construction with pre-open
capability which allows a receiver to decrypt before the release time by using
the pre-open key. As security analysis of this construction was not sufficient,
Dent and Tang [11] introduced additional security models for the construction
of Hwang et al. On the other hand, Cheon et al. [9] proposed a construction of
authenticated timed-release encryption. Later, Chalkias et al. proposed a more
efficient timed-release encryption scheme [8]. In 2009, Nakai et al. [18] proposed
a generic construction of the timed-release encryption with pre-open capability by using an identity-based encryption and a public key encryption. Their
generic construction was improved by Matsuda et al. [15] in terms of efficiency.
In 2010, Paterson et al. [19] proposed the time-specific encryption paradigm.
In time-specific encryption, a ciphertext can only be decrypted during a chosen
time interval rather than after a chosen time. Therefore, the time-specific encryption can be seen as the generalization of the timed-release encryption. Later,
Kasamatsu et al. [14] showed how the time-specific encryption can be derived
from forward-secure encryption.
The first approach does not require any trusted server, but the sender does
not have the full control on the release time of the encrypted message since it
depends on the computational power of the receiver and the time it started to
decrypt. With the second approach, the release time can be fully controlled by
the sender since it requires a time bound key which will be released by the trusted
server at the release time. However, for the protocol to work, it is necessary to
include a trusted server and thus it may lead to security vulnerabilities due to
the addition of another participant in the protocol.
In this paper, we focus on the second approach and we will study another
potential problem which did not consider in previous works. In the previous
works, the release time was usually somehow known to the receiver and the
receiver could execute the decryption algorithm with the time bound key of the
corresponding release time. Then, what happens if the receiver loses the release
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time? The receiver obviously cannot deduce which time bound key should be used
for the decryption. The receiver therefore cannot correctly decrypt the ciphertext
since the time bound key of the release time is required for the decryption.
There already exist some easy ways to solve this problem. The sender for
example can store the release time after the encryption, and sends it again to
the receiver when the receiver asks the release time. This approach however
cannot be an actual solution of the problem since an intuitive goal of timedrelease encryption is to send a message for the time period when the sender
and the receiver do not communicate. Another approach which does not require
any communication between the sender and the receiver is to make the receiver
to decrypt with all time bound keys. This solution however requires too much
computation, compare to the normal decryption, and the receiver requires a way
to check the correctness of the decrypted message.
The constructions with pre-open capability [13] might be a solution for the
problem of losing the release time by giving the pre-open key which allows the
decryption without the time bound key. The sender however needs to know the
release time of the ciphertext to generate the corresponding pre-open key, it is
equivalent to store the release time on the sender side. If the sender is storing
the release time of the ciphertext, the sender can simply resend the release time
to the receiver. The problem therefore becomes trivial. We hence consider the
case neither the sender nor the receiver knows the release time.
Our Contributions And Structure
In this paper, we propose a better solution on this problem. We introduce a master time bound key which can be used as a valid time bound key for any release
time. The receiver therefore can ask to the trusted server to decrypt a ciphertext
of an unknown release time. This however can raise another problem with confidentiality of the message if the receiver needs to send the entire ciphertext to
the trusted server for the decryption with master time bound time bound key.
Our solution also solves this problem. A ciphertext of our construction consists
of three elements. The receiver needs to send a single element to the trusted
server to do the computation with master time bound key. Since this element is
independent from the message, the trusted server cannot learn anything about
the message.
The master time bound key moreover can be used when the trusted server
terminates its service. Since a time bound key of the release time is needed for
the decryption, the ciphertext whose release time is after the termination of the
trusted server can never be decrypted. If it is more important not to lose the
message than being decrypted before its release time, the trusted server needs
to reveal its secret key or all future time bound keys to make the users able to
decrypt their ciphertexts. If the trusted server reveals its secret key, receivers
must implement another decryption algorithm which decrypts with the trusted
server secret key instead of a time bound key. If the trusted server generates
all future time bound keys (and possibly encrypt them with a timed-release
encryption of another server), there might have a problem with the storage
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complexity if the amount of remaining time periods is huge. All of these solutions
therefore require some additional works. However, if the trusted server has the
master time bound key, it is enough if the trusted server releases the master time
bound key at the end of its service. Moreover, the storage overhead is minimized
since the size of master time bound key is equal to the size of time bound key.
Finally, our master time bound key can play the role of a backup solution to
decrypt messages in emergency situations (e.g. sudden disappear of the trusted
server).
In this paper, we propose a timed-release encryption scheme which has the
master time bound key that can be used to decrypt a ciphertext of any time
period. In Section 2, we show the notions that we will use in this paper. In
section 3, we define primitives of timed-release encryption, and we then define
its security models in Section 4. In Section 5, we propose a construction of timedrelease encryption scheme with master time bound key and analyze its security
with the security models that we defined.

2

Preliminaries

We denote a concatenation of two bit strings a and b as a||b and an empty input
$

or output by ⊥. We write x ← G if x is uniformly chosen from a set G. We
denote an empty string or algorithm by ε. For any probabilistic algorithm f (x),
we denote an instance of the algorithm f (x) with a sequence of random coins γ as
f (x; γ). For any g in some group G, a subgroup generated by g is written as hgi.
Let X : Ω → S and Y : Ω → S be two random variables. Then,P
the statistical
distance between two random variables X and Y is d(X, Y ) = 21 s∈S | Pr[X =
s] − Pr[Y = s]|. We denote the uniform distribution over a set G by UG .
Definition 1 (Weil pairing [21, III.8.1]). Let K be a finite field and E be an
elliptic curve over K. The Weil pairing e : E[m] × E[m] −→ µm , where E[m] is
m-torsion subgroup of E and µm is m-th roots of unity in the algebraic closure
K̄, satisfies the following properties.
1. Bilinear: ∀P1 , P2 , Q1 , Q2 ∈ E[m], e(P1 + P2 , Q1 ) = e(P1 , Q1 )e(P2 , Q1 ) and
e(P1 , Q1 + Q2 ) = e(P1 , Q1 )e(P1 , Q2 ).
2. Non-degenerate: ∀P ∈ E[m], ∃Q ∈ E[m] such that e(P, Q) 6= 1.
3. Alternating: ∀P ∈ E[m], e(P, P ) = 1.
4. Galois invariant: ∀σ ∈ GK̄/K , e(P σ , Qσ ) = e(P, Q)σ .
We note that the Weil pairing can be efficiently computed by the Miller’s algorithm [17].
Definition 2 (Decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem [6]).
Let Gen(1λ ) = π = (λ, K, E, m, e) be an algorithm which generates appropriate
instance of the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem, given the security
parameter λ, where K is a field, E is an elliptic curve over K, and e : E[m] ×
E[m] −→ µm is a bilinear map.
4

We say that the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem is hard for Gen if
h
i
h
i
A
AdvDBDH
(λ) = Pr DBDH-0A
Gen (λ) = 1 − Pr DBDH-1Gen (λ) = 1
A
is a negligible function in λ for all probabilistic and polynomial time algorithm
A where DBDH-d is defined as follows for d ∈ {0, 1}.
1

Game: DBDH-dA
Gen (λ)
π ← Gen(1λ )

2

(a0 , b0 , c0 ) ← Z3m

3

(a1 , b1 , c1 ) ← Z3m

4
5
6

3

$

$

$

(P, Q) ← E[m] × E[m]
d0 ← A(π, P, Q, a0 P, b0 P, c0 P, a0 Q, b0 Q, c0 Q, e(P, Q)ad bd cd )
return d0

Primitives Of Timed-Release Encryption With Master
Time Bound Key

In this section, we formally define the primitives of timed-release encryption
with master time bound key. Our primitives are similar to the primitives in
literatures [4, 7, 9, 11, 13]. The difference however is the key generation algorithm
of the trusted server outputs the master time bound key along with the secret
key and the public key.
Let S be a sender, R be a receiver and T S be a trusted server. We define a
timed-release encryption scheme with master time bound key as follows:
Definition 3 (Timed-release encryption scheme with master time bound
key). A timed-release encryption scheme consists of the following algorithms:
– Setup(1λ ) = π is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm which generates
a system parameter π given a security parameter λ.
– KeyGenTS (π) = (skTS , pkTS , mkTS ) is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm of the trusted server T S which takes a system parameter π, and
generates a secret key skTS , a public key of the trusted server pkTS and a
master time bound key mkTS .
– KeyGenR (π) = (skR , pkR ) is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm of the
receiver R which takes a system parameter π, and generates a secret key skR
and a public key of the receiver pkR .
– Broadcast(skTS , t, π) = τt is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm of
the trusted server T S which takes a secret key of the trusted server pkTS ,
scheduled broadcast time t and a system parameter π, and broadcasts time
bound key τt .
– Enc(pkTS , pkR , m, t, π) = c is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm of the
sender S which takes a trusted server public key pkTS , a receiver public key
pkR , a message m, release time t, and a system parameter π, and outputs a
ciphertext c.
5

– Dec(skR , τt , c, π) = m is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm of the
receiver R which takes a receiver secret key skR , a time bound key at the
release time t τt , a ciphertext c, and a system parameter π, and outputs a
message m or ⊥.
Then, we expect a timed-release encryption scheme to satisfy the following condition:
– For any security parameter λ, for any system parameter π = Setup(1λ ),
for any trusted server key pair (skTS , pkTS , mkTS ) = KeyGenTS (π), for any
receiver key pair (skR , pkR ) = KeyGenR (π), for any message m and for any
time period t,
Pr [Dec(skR , Broadcast(skTS , t, π; γ1 ), Enc(pkTS , pkR , m, t, π; γ2 ), π) = m] = 1

γ1 ,γ2

and
Pr [Dec(skR , mkTS , Enc(pkTS , pkR , m, t, π; γ), π) = m] = 1
γ

The key generation algorithm of the receiver KeyGenR sometimes takes the
trusted server public key pkTS as input. We however define our KeyGenR to be
independent from pkTS as it was done in some constructions [15,18]. If KeyGenR
is dependent to pkTS , the receiver needs to get the trusted server public key
before the generation of its key pair. If they are independent, the receiver does
not need any communication with the trusted server before the release time, it
will be therefore more efficient.
The timed-release encryption has two security objectives. One is the confidentiality of the message until its release time against the receiver. The other is
the anonymity of the sender and the receiver against the trusted server.

4

Security Models

In this section, we define security models of timed-release encryption. Since a
timed-release encryption brings a trusted server into cryptosystem, we can consider the following adversaries:
– A receiver who wants to decrypt a ciphertext before the release time;
– A trusted server who is eavesdropping the communication between a sender
and a receiver and wants to break the confidentiality of a message;
– An eavesdropper who wants to decrypt a ciphertext without any secret key.
Similarly, we propose security definitions with three attack models: CPA, CCA1,
and CCA.
We assume that the receiver and the trusted server never collude since the
attack is trivial in that case. Along with the decryption key, the release time is
also required for the decryption. We assume that the release time is known to
adversaries as it can be found by an exhaustive search if it is unknown.
6

We adopt the security models of Dent and Tang [11]. So, the adversary always
has access to the time bound key oracle while the access to the decryption oracle
is restricted by the attack models. However, our security models are slightly different from them. The adversary can get any time bound key except that of the
challenge time period by querying to the oracle. Therefore, the time periods are
not necessary to be an increasing sequence and they can be a decreasing sequence
or an arbitrary sequence. Moreover, the decryption oracle takes a ciphertext and
a time bound key as inputs, instead of taking a ciphertext and a time period.
Thus, only the trusted server type adversary can decrypt any ciphertext, except
the challenge ciphertext, of the challenge time period as it can generate corresponding time bound key and other adversaries cannot decrypt any ciphertext
of the challenge time period. This is an appropriate setting for the timed-release
encryption because all ciphertexts with same time period become decryptable
at the same time along with the release of the time bound key from the trusted
server. Therefore, no one can decrypt a ciphertext of the challenge time period
as long as the trusted server is not malicious.
In this section, we will describe three security models, which are indistinguishability against the receiver type adversary, the trusted server type adversary and the eavesdropper type adversary, that we will use in the rest of this
paper. We first define security games with oracles in Table 1.

Table 1. Outputs of the decryption oracles O1 and O2 , and the time bound key oracle
Q for security games by attack types.
O1 (τ 0 , c0 )
O2 (τ 0 , c0 )
Q(t0 )
CPA
ε
ε
C.Broadcast(skTS , t0 , π)
0 0
CCA1 C.Dec(skR , τ , c , π)
ε
C.Broadcast(skTS , t0 , π)
CCA C.Dec(skR , τ 0 , c0 , π) C.Dec(skR , τ 0 , c0 , π) C.Broadcast(skTS , t0 , π)

When the adversary is on the receiver side, the receiver secret key can be
selected by the adversary. Therefore, the decryption oracle can always be simulated by the adversary if it has the access to the time bound key oracle, to which
the adversary always has the access. Hence, CPA, CCA1 and CCA are equivalent
and then we only consider the CPA model. The IND-R-CPA game is defined as
follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Game: IND-R-CPA-bA
C (λ)
π ← C.Setup(1λ )
(skTS , pkTS , mkTS ) ← C.KeyGenTS (π)
Q(·)

(pkR , m0 , m1 , t, s1 ) ← A1 (pkTS , π)
c ← C.Enc(pkTS , pkR , mb , t, π)
Q(·)

b0 ← A2 (c, s1 )
If t was queried to Q by A1 or A2 , abort
return b0
7

// s1 : State of A1

When the adversary is on the trusted server side, the trusted server key pair
is under the control of the adversary. Therefore, the adversary can compute a
time bound key of any time period, and the access to time bound key oracle Q
is not necessary. In the CCA1 and CCA models, the adversary has the capacity
to decrypt a ciphertext with a chosen time bound key by querying to the oracle
O1 when it picks the challenge messages and the challenge time period. In the
CCA model, the adversary can decrypt a ciphertext, if it is not the challenge
ciphertext, with a chosen time bound key by querying to the oracle O2 when it
outputs the response bit. For ATK ∈ {CPA, CCA1, CCA}, the IND-TS-ATK game
is defined as follows:
Game: IND-TS-ATK-bA
C (λ)
λ
1 π ← C.Setup(1 )
2 (pkTS , s0 ) ← A0 (π)
// s0 : State of A0
3 (skR , pkR ) ← C.KeyGenR (pkTS , π)
4
5

O (·,·)

(m0 , m1 , t, s1 ) ← A1 1 (pkR , s0 )
c ← C.Enc(pkTS , pkR , mb , t, π)

// s1 : State of A1

O (·,·)

b0 ← A2 2 (c, s1 )
7 If c was queried to O2 by A2 , abort
0
8 return b
When the adversary is an eavesdropper, the adversary is passive and the
trusted server key pair and the receiver key pair are honestly computed. In the
CCA1 and CCA models, the adversary can get the time bound key of a chosen
time period by querying to Q, and has the capacity to decrypt a ciphertext
with a chosen time bound key by querying to the oracle O1 when it selects the
challenge messages and the challenge time period. If the challenge time period is
already queried to Q, the game will be aborted since the time bound key of the
challenge time period should not be given to the adversary. In the CCA model,
the adversary can still obtain the time bound key of a chosen time period, except
the challenge time period, by querying to Q, and can decrypt a ciphertext, if
it is not the challenge ciphertext, with a chosen time bound key by querying to
the oracle O2 when it outputs the response bit. For ATK ∈ {CPA, CCA1, CCA},
the IND-ATK game is defined as follows:
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1
2
3
4
5

Game: IND-ATK-bA
C (λ)
π ← C.Setup(1λ )
(skTS , pkTS , mkTS ) ← C.KeyGenTS (π)
(skR , pkR ) ← C.KeyGenR (pkTS , π)
O (·,·),Q(·)

(m0 , m1 , t, s1 ) ← A1 1
(pkTS , pkR , π)
c ← C.Enc(pkTS , pkR , mb , t, π)
O (·,·),Q(·)

// s1 : State of A1

b0 ← A2 2
(c, s1 )
7 If t was queried to Q by A1 or A2 , or c was queried to O2 by A2 , abort
0
8 return b
Moreover, we also propose weaker security models, which are the security
against selective time chosen plaintext attack (ST-CPA), selective time nonadaptive chosen ciphertext attack (ST-CCA1), and selective time adaptive chosen
6
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ciphertext attack (ST-CCA). The difference from CPA, CCA1, and CCA is that
the adversary needs to claim its challenge time period before getting any public key. Then, there is some difference in security games. Then, for the trusted
server type adversary, A0 will output the challenge time period t. For the receiver type adversary and the eavesdropper type adversary, A0 , which takes π
as input and outputs the challenge time period t and the state s0 , will be given
as an extra algorithm, and A1 takes s0 as input instead of π. For instance, the
IND-R-ST-CPA-b game is defined as follows.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4.1

Game: IND-R-ST-CPA-bA
C (λ)
π ← C.Setup(1λ )
(t, s0 ) ← A0 (π)
(skTS , pkTS ) ← C.KeyGenTS (π)

// s0 : State of A0

Q(·)

(pkR , m0 , m1 , s1 ) ← A1 (pkTS , s0 )
c ← C.Enc(pkTS , pkR , mb , t, π)

// s1 : State of A1

Q(·)

b0 ← A2 (c, s1 )
If t was queried to Q by A1 or A2 , abort
return b0
Security Notions

Based on the security games that we defined in Section 4, we define the following
security notions:
Definition 4 (IND-P-ATK security). Let C be a timed-release encryption scheme.
Then, we say that the timed-release encryption scheme C is IND-P-ATK secure
if
h
i
h
i
A
A
Pr
IND-P-ATK-0
(λ)
=
1
−
Pr
IND-P-ATK-1
(λ)
=
1
AdvIND-P-ATK
(λ)
=
C
C
A,C
is a negligible function in λ for all probabilistic and polynomial time algorithm
A for (P, ATK) ∈ ({TS, ε} × {CPA, CCA1, CCA, ST-CPA, ST-CCA1, ST-CCA}) ∪
({R} × {CPA, ST-CPA}).
4.2

Relation Between Security Models

Since the difference between CCA, CCA1 and CPA (resp. ST-CCA, ST-CCA1
and ST-CPA) is about the accessibility of oracles, we can deduce that INDP-CCA (resp. IND-P-ST-CCA) security implies IND-P-CCA1 (resp. IND-P-STCCA1) security and IND-P-CCA1 (resp. IND-P-ST-CCA1) security implies INDP-CPA (resp. IND-P-ST-CCA) security for P ∈ {R, TS, ε}. Moreover, we have the
following relations.
Theorem 1 (IND-P-ATK security ⇒ IND-ATK security). Let C be a timedrelease encryption scheme. If C is IND-P-ATK-secure, then C is IND-ATK-secure
for ({TS}×{CPA, CCA1, CCA, ST-CPA, ST-CCA1, ST-CCA})∪(P, ATK) ∈ ({R}×
{CPA, ST-CPA}).
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Theorem 2 (IND-P-ATK security ⇒ IND-P-ST-ATK security). Let C be
a timed-release encryption scheme. If C is IND-P-ATK-secure, then C is IND-PST-ATK-secure for (P, ATK) ∈ ({TS, ε} × {CPA, CCA1, CCA}) ∪ ({R} × {CPA}).
We can assume that t is in a small set (e.g. one value for each day of the calendar).
By guessing t, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3 (IND-P-ST-ATK security ⇒ IND-P-ATK security). Let C be
a timed-release encryption scheme. If the set of time periods t is polynomially bounded and C is IND-P-ST-ATK-secure, then C is IND-P-ATK-secure for
(P, ATK) ∈ ({TS, ε} × {CPA, CCA1, CCA}) ∪ ({R} × {CPA}).
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are trivial since the knowledge of some secret values, and given information at the selection of the challenge time period are the
differences between them. Consequently, IND-TS-CCA and IND-R-CPA are the
strongest security notions and IND-ST-CPA is the weakest security notion. The
summary of relations between security notions can be seen in Figure 1.

IND-TS-ST-CCA

IND-TS-CCA

IND-TS-ST-CCA1

IND-TS-CCA1

IND-ST-CCA

IND-CCA

IND-TS-ST-CPA

IND-TS-CPA

IND-ST-CCA1

IND-CCA1

IND-ST-CPA

IND-CPA

IND-R-ST-CPA

IND-R-CPA

Fig. 1. Relations between security models. The reductions with the solid line are tight.
The reductions with the dashed line only hold when the time periods are a small set,
they, therefore, are not tight.

5

Construction With Master Time Bound Key

In this section, we propose a timed-release encryption scheme TRE which has the
master time bound key. In addition, our construction does not require KeyGenR
to be dependent to pkTS and a hash function which maps to a point on the elliptic
10

curve. Let hκ be a collision-resistant hash function from K ∗ × E[q] to a set F , E
be an asymmetric encryption scheme which consists of (KeyGen, Enc, Dec) with
plaintext space K × F , and fπ be a pseudorandom generator from µq to K,
i.e. for ω ∈ µq uniformly distributed, fπ (ω) is computationally indistinguishable
from the uniform distribution over K. Then, our construction with plaintext
space K ∗ is as follows. We note that our Broadcast is similar to KeyGen of the
identity-based encryption scheme of Boneh and Boyen [5], which generates the
secret key of a user which can be used to compute the inverse of the random
value which is multiplied to the message, and TS-release of the timed-release
encryption scheme of Cathalo et al. [7], which computes g −(s+H(t)) where s is
the secret key, H(t) is the hash of a time period t and g is a generator of a group.
– TRE.Setup(1λ ): Pick two prime numbers p and q such that q|(p±1). Pick the
finite field K = Fp2 and a supersingular elliptic curve E(K) of cardinality
(p ± 1)2 . Then, compute q-torsion subgroup E[q] and the Weil pairing e :
E[q] × E[q] −→ µq where µq is the group of q-th roots of unity in K. Pick κ
from the key space of h and output π = (λ, K, E, q, e, κ).
– TRE.KeyGenTS (π): Pick P and Q from E[q] such that |hP i| = |hQi| = q
and P ∈
/ hQi, and pick a, b, c, d uniformly from Z∗q until h(1, a)i, h(b, 1)i and
h(c, d)i are distinct subgroups of Zq × Zq . Then, compute
mkTS = (1 − ab)(bd − c)−1 (bP + Q),
skTS = (a, b, c, d, P, Q)
and
(0)

(1)

(2)

pkTS = (pkTS , pkTS , pkTS ) = (P + aQ, bP + Q, cP + dQ),
and output skTS , pkTS and mkTS .
Property 1. e(P, P ) = e(Q, Q) = 1, e(P, Q)e(Q, P ) = 1 and e(P, Q) 6= 1.
(See the proof below.)
(0)

(1)

Property 2. e(pkTS , pkTS ) = e(P, Q)1−ab 6= 1 because h(1, a)i and h(b, 1)i
are distinct subgroups of Zq × Zq .
– TRE.KeyGenR (1λ ): Generate a pair of secret and public keys (sk, pk) by
calling E.KeyGen(1λ ). Then, output skR = sk and pkR = pk.
– TRE.Broadcast(skTS , t, π): Pick s uniformly from Z∗q . Compute

−1

if t = −d
sP + (ab − 1)(c + bt) Q,
−1
τt = (1 − ab)(d + t) P + sQ,
if t = −cb−1


s(d + t)−1 P + (s + ab − 1)(c + bt)−1 Q, otherwise.
(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

Property 3. e(τt , t · pkTS + pkTS ) = e(mkTS , t · pkTS + pkTS ) = e(P, Q)1−ab
(See the proof below.)
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– TRE.Enc(pkTS , pkR , m, t, π): Output ⊥ if m ∈
/ K ∗ . Pick r1 uniformly from
∗
∗
Zq and pick r2 uniformly from K . Then, compute
ct0 = m · r2 ,
(1)

(2)

ct1 = r1 t · pkTS + r1 · pkTS ,
(0)

(1)

ct2 = E.Enc(pkR , (r2 + fπ (e(pkTS , pkTS )r1 ), hκ (ct0 , ct1 )))
and output ct = (ct0 , ct1 , ct2 ).
(0)

(1)

Property 4. e(τt , ct1 ) = e(pkTS , pkTS )r1
– TRE.Dec(skR , τt , ct, π): Compute
(r20 , σ) = E.Dec(skR , ct2 ).
Output
−1

m = ct0 · (r20 − fπ (e(τt , ct1 )))
if σ = hκ (ct0 , ct1 ), and output ⊥ otherwise.

Proof of Property 1. e(P, P ) = e(Q, Q) = e(P + Q, P + Q) = 1 comes from
the alternating property of the Weil pairing. Hence, 1 = e(P + Q, P + Q) =
e(P, Q)e(Q, P ) due to bilinearity. Now, assume that there exists P, Q ∈ E[q]\{O}
such that P ∈
/ hQi and e(P, Q) = 1. Then, we have e(P, αP +βQ) = e(P, Q)β = 1
for any α, β ∈ Zq . Since q is prime, {αP + βQ : α, β ∈ Zq } = E[q]. Hence,
it contradicts non-degeneracy, and such P and Q do not exist. Consequently,
e(P, Q) 6= 1 and e(P, Q)−1 = e(Q, P ).
t
u
Proof of Property 3. When t 6= −d and t 6= −cb−1 , we have
(1)

(2)

e(τt , t · pkTS + pkTS )
= e(s(d + t)−1 P + (s + ab − 1)(c + bt)−1 Q, (c + bt)P + (d + t)Q)
= e(s(d + t)−1 P, (d + t)Q)e((s + ab − 1)(c + bt)−1 Q, (c + bt)P )
= e(P, Q)s e(Q, P )s+ab−1
= e(P, Q)1−ab .
When t = −d, we have
(1)

(2)

e(τt , t · pkTS + pkTS ) = e(sP + (ab − 1)(c + bt)−1 Q, (c + bt)P )
= e(P, Q)1−ab .
Similarly, when t = −cb−1 , we have
(1)

(2)

e(τt , t · pkTS + pkTS ) = e((1 − ab)(d + t)−1 P + sQ, (d + t)Q)
= e(P, Q)1−ab .
12

With mkTS , we can also obtain same result regardless of t.
(1)

(2)

e(mkTS , t · pkTS + pkTS )
= e((1 − ab)(bd − c)−1 (bP + Q), (c + bt)P + (d + t)Q)
= e((1 − ab)(bd − c)−1 bP, (d + t)Q)e((1 − ab)(bd − c)−1 Q, (c + bt)P )
−1

= e(P, Q)(1−ab)(bd−c)

(b(d+t)−c−bt))

= e(P, Q)1−ab .
t
u
By the choice of parameters, the q-th torsion subgroup E[q] is a proper subset
of E over K. Since E[q] ∼
= Zq × Zq [21], there exist q + 1 distinct subgroups of
order q in E[q] and every element in E[q] \ {O} generates a subgroup of order
q. Therefore, we can deduce that e(P, Q) = 1 ⇐⇒ P ∈ hQi for all P, Q ∈ E[q].
Hence, in TRE.KeyGenTS , |hP i| = |hQi| = q always holds and P ∈
/ hQi holds with
q
probability of q+1
for any P and Q randomly chosen from E[q], and P ∈
/ hQi
can be easily verified by checking if e(P, Q) is not equal to 1.
Assume that E.Dec(sk, E.Enc(pk, m)) = m always holds for any message m
and key pair (sk, pk) generated by using E.KeyGen with some random coin. Then,
(0)
(1)
TRE.Dec is correct if e(pkTS , pkTS )r1 = e(τt , ct1 ). From the choice of keys, we
have
(0)

(1)

e(pkTS , pkTS )r1 = e(P + aQ, bP + Q)r1
= e(P, bP + Q)r1 e(aQ, bP + Q)r1
= e(P, bP )r1 e(P, Q)r1 e(aQ, bP )r1 e(aQ, Q)r1
= e(P, Q)r1 (1−ab) .
(1)

(2)

Since ct1 = r1 (t · pkTS + pkTS ), the decryption is always correct.
5.1

Security Analysis

In this section, we will show the following results:
– IND-CPA security of E implies IND-TS-CPA security of TRE. This security
does not depend on hκ which could be set to a constant function;
– IND-CCA security of E and the collision-resistance of hκ imply IND-TS-CCA
security of TRE;
– Hardness of the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem and the PRG
property of fπ imply IND-R-ST-CPA security of TRE.
We note that the IND-TS security does not depend at all on the pairing structure.
Actually, in this malicious trusted server model, the cryptosystem is equivalent
to
TRE.Enc(pkR , m; r2 ) = (m · r2 , E.Enc(pkR , (r2 , hκ (ct0 , ct1 )))).
Therefore, the security solely relies on the one of E.
13

Theorem 4 (IND-TS-CPA security). Let A be an IND-TS-CPA adversary
against TRE which runs in time η with advantage δ. Then, there exists an
IND-CPA adversary B against E. The advantage of B is at least δ and its time
complexity is η + ηe + ηfπ where ηe is the time to evaluate the pairing e(·, ·), ηe
is the time to evaluate the pairing e(·, ·) and ηfπ is the evaluation time of fπ .
Proof. The proof is same with the proof of Theorem 5. We just do not use hκ
and oracles at all.
t
u
Theorem 5 (IND-TS-CCA security). Let A be an IND-TS-CCA adversary
against TRE which runs in time η with advantage δ. Then, there exist an IND-CCA
adversary B against E and a collision adversary C against hκ . The advantage
of adversary B is at least δ − δhκ and its time complexity is η + ηe + ηfπ + ηhκ
where ηe is the time to evaluate the pairing e(·, ·), ηe is the time to evaluate the
pairing e(·, ·), ηfπ is the evaluation time of fπ , ηhκ is the evaluation time of hκ
and δhκ is the advantage of C.
Proof. Let B be an IND-CCA adversary against E. Then, B consists of two alO0
gorithms B1 1 , which chooses two messages m0 and m1 by using the decryption
O0
oracle O10 , and B2 2 which guesses the random bit b by using the decryption
oracle O20 , given an encryption of mb .
O0

3

Algorithm: B1 1 (pk)
π ← TRE.Setup(1λ )
(pkTS , s00 ) ← A0 (π)
0
1
(m00 , m01 , t, s01 ) ← AO
1 (pk, s0 )

4

r1 ← Z∗q

1
2

5
6
7

8
9

10

11
12

1
2
3

$

4

$

r2 ← K ∗
−1
r20 ← m01 · m00 · r2
0
ct0 ← m0 · r2
(equal to
m01 · r20 )
(1)
(2)
ct1 ← r1 t · pkTS + r1 · pkTS
m0 ← (r2 +
(0)

(1)

(0)

(1)

5
6

1
2

fπ (e(pkTS , pkTS )r1 ), hκ (ct0 , ct1 ))
m1 ← (r20 +
3

fπ (e(pkTS , pkTS )r1 ), hκ (ct0 , ct1 ))
s1 ← (ct0 , ct1 , s01 )
return m0 , m1 , s1

4
5
6
7

O0

1

2

Algorithm: B2 2 (c, s1 )
0
2
b ← AO
2 ((ct0 , ct1 , c), s1 )
0
(ct0 , ct1 , s1 from s1 )
return b

8
9
10

14

Oracle: O1 ((ct00 , ct01 , ct02 ), τ 0 )
(r20 , σ) ← O10 (ct02 )
if σ = hκ (ct00 , ct01 ) then
m←
−1
ct00 · (r20 − fπ (e(τ 0 , ct01 )))
return m
end
return ⊥
Oracle: O2 ((ct00 , ct01 , ct02 ), τ 0 )
if c = ct02 then
(adversary C only): if
hκ (ct0 , ct1 ) = hκ (ct00 , ct01 )
and (ct0 , ct1 ) 6= (ct00 , ct01 )
then yield a collision
return ⊥
end
(r20 , σ) ← O20 (ct02 )
if σ = hκ (ct00 , ct01 ) then
m←
−1
ct00 · (r20 − fπ (e(τ 0 , ct01 )))
return m
end
return ⊥

The adversary C gets κ as input and simulates everything else in the game played
by B. It can only succeed when the oracle O2 is given ct02 = c. If B ends then C
fails.
When c is an encryption of m0 , (ct0 , ct1 , c) is an encryption of m00 with correct
distribution. When c is an encryption of m1 , we need to check that (ct0 , ct1 , c) is
an encryption of m01 with correct distribution. Since ct1 is independent to r2 , we
only need to check if ct0 has correct distribution. By the construction, ct0 = m·r2
is uniform in K ∗ because r2 is uniformly chosen from K ∗ for any m. Then, ct0 has
correct distribution when c is an encryption of m1 . Indeed, (ct0 , ct1 , c) has correct
−1
−1
distribution and it is an encryption of m00 · r2 · r20 . Since r20 = m01 · m00 · r2 ,
0
0
we can deduce that (ct0 , ct1 , c) is an encryption of m1 . Since O1 can decrypt any
ciphertext which is encrypted with E, O1 can decrypt any ciphertext encrypted
with TRE. O2 should be able to decrypt any ciphertext encrypted with TRE if
given ciphertext is not equal to the challenge ciphertext, i.e. (ct0 , ct1 , c). However,
O20 can only decrypt a ciphertext which is encrypted with E if given ciphertext is
not equal to c. Therefore, when A2 queries a ciphertext (ct00 , ct01 , c) to O2 where
(ct00 , ct01 ) 6= (ct0 , ct1 ), O2 can only output ⊥ because it cannot queries c to O20 .
Then, we will show that the decryption of (ct00 , ct01 , c) is ⊥ when (ct00 , ct01 ) 6=
(ct0 , ct1 ). Since hκ is collision resistant, the advantage of finding (ct00 , ct01 ) such
that (ct0 , ct1 ) 6= (ct00 , ct01 ) and hκ (ct0 , ct1 ) = hκ (ct00 , ct01 ) is negligible. Then, the
advantage of finding (ct00 , ct01 , c) whose decryption is not ⊥ is also negligible.
Therefore, O2 cannot correctly decrypt a ciphertext with negligible probability.
Hence, when δhκ is the advantage of C, the advantage of B is lower bounded
by δ − δhκ where δ is the advantage of A, and the time complexity of B is
η + ηe + ηfπ + ηhκ where η is the running time of A, ηe is the time to evaluate
the pairing e(·, ·), ηfπ is the evaluation time of fπ and ηhκ is the evaluation time
of hκ .
t
u
Theorem 6 (IND-R-ST-CPA security). Let A be an IND-R-ST-CPA adversary against TRE which runs in time η with advantage δ. Then, there exist an algorithm B which solves the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem and a distinguisher D between fπ (Uµq ) and UK . The advantage of B is at least δ−3/q−δfπ
and its time complexity is η + 3ηe + ηE.Enc where δfπ is the advantage of D, ηe is
the time to evaluate the pairing e(·, ·), and ηE.Enc is the execution time of E.Enc.
Proof. We use IND$-R-ST-CPA security, an equivalent notion to IND-R-ST-CPA
in which the adversary selects only one message and obtain the encryption of
this message or a random one. The equivalence is proven by Bellare et al. [3].
Let A be an IND$-R-ST-CPA adversary. Then, by using A, we can construct B,
which solves the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem, as follows.
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1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19

Algorithm: B(π, P, Q, aP, bP, r1 P, aQ, bQ, r1 Q, Z)
(t, s0 ) ← A0 (π)
$

Oracle: Q1 (t0 )

(c0 , d) ← Zq × Z∗q
if c0 P − tbP = O then
return whether
0 −1
Z = e(aP, cQ)c t
pkTS ←
(P + aQ, bP + Q, c0 P − btP + dQ)
(0)
(1)
if e(pkTS , pkTS ) = 1 then
return whether
Z = e(P, r1 Q)
(0)
(2)
else if e(pkTS , pkTS ) = 1 then
return whether
Z = e(t−1 (c0 aP − dP ), r1 Q)
(1)
(2)
else if e(pkTS , pkTS ) = 1 then
return whether
0
−1
Z = e(aP, r1 Q)c (d−t)
1
(pkR , m0 , s1 ) ← AQ
1 (pkTS , s0 )

1
2

3

1
2
3
4

5

$

s ← Zq
τt0 ← (1 + sc0 )(t0 + d)−1 P + c0 (t0 −
t)−1 (t0 + d)−1 aP + s(t0 − t)(t0 +
d)−1 bP + (t0 − t)−1 aQ + sQ
return τt0
Oracle: Q2 (t0 )
if t0 = t then
return ⊥
$

s ← Zq
τt0 ← (1 + sc0 )(t0 + d)−1 P + c0 (t0 −
t)−1 (t0 + d)−1 aP + s(t0 − t)(t0 +
d)−1 bP + (t0 − t)−1 aQ + sQ
return τt0

$

r2 ← K ∗
ω ← e(P, r1 Q)Z −1
ct0 ← m0 · r2
ct1 ← c0 r1 P + (d + t)r1 Q
ct2 ← E.Enc(pkR , (r2 +
fπ (ω), hκ (ct0 , ct1 )))
2
b0 ← AQ
2 ((ct0 , ct1 , ct2 ), s1 )
return ¬b0

In order for the algorithm B to get the correct response from the adversary
A, pkTS should be a valid trusted server public key and the inputs should be
correctly distributed. Firstly, we show that the computational bilinear DiffieHellman problem can be easily solved when pkTS is not valid. pkTS is valid if
(0)
(1)
(2)
three subgroups generated by pkTS , pkTS and pkTS are distinct. Then, we have
(0)
(1)
three possible cases. If e(pkTS , pkTS ) = 1, we have
(0)

(1)

1 = e(pkTS , pkTS ) = e(P + aQ, bP + Q) = e(P, Q)1−ab .
Then, we can deduce that ab ≡ 1 (mod q). Therefore, e(P, Q)abc = e(P, Q)c =
(0)
(2)
e(P, cQ). If e(pkTS , pkTS ) = 1, we have
(0)

0

(2)

1 = e(pkTS , pkTS ) = e(P + aQ, c0 P − tbP + dQ) = e(P, Q)d−a(c −tb) .
Then, we can deduce that ab ≡ (ac0 − d)t−1 (mod q) and we can obtain abP =
(2)
(1)
t−1 (c0 aP −dP ). Therefore, e(t−1 (c0 aP −dP ), cQ) = e(P, Q)abc . If e(pkTS , pkTS ) =
16

1, we have
(1)

0

(2)

1 = e(pkTS , pkTS ) = e(bP + Q, c0 P − tbP + dQ) = e(P, Q)bd−c −tb .
Then, we can deduce that b ≡ c0 (d − t)−1 (mod q). Hence, we can obtain
0
−1
e(aP, cQ)c (d−t) = e(P, Q)abc .
Table 2. Mapping between the variables in TRE and the variables in the algorithm B.
In TRE
In the algorithm B
P, Q, a, b, d, t, r1 , r2 , pkR , skR P, Q, a, b, d, t, r1 , r2 , pkR , skR
m
m0
c
c0 − tb

Now, we need to check the distribution of the inputs to the adversary A. Since
P , Q, d, r2 , pkR and skR are selected as they are selected in TRE. However,
a, b, and r1 are uniformly distributed over Z∗q in TRE while they are uniformly
distributed over Zq in the algorithm B by Definition 2. Since m is selected by the
adversary A, we only need to check the distribution of c0 −tb. Since c0 is uniformly
chosen from Zq , c0 − tb is uniformly distributed over Zq . When c0 P − tbP = O,
we have c0 − tb ≡ 0 (mod q). Then, we can solve the decisional bilinear DiffieHellman problem since we can compute b by ct−1 mod q and then compare Z
with e(aP, r1 Q)b . Hence, c0 −tb is uniformly distributed over Z∗q when the trusted
server public key pkTS is computed.
The distribution of the outputs of the oracles Q1 and Q2 needs to be checked.
For a fixed time period t0 , there exist exactly q possible values of τt0 which
(0)
(1)
satisfy e(τt0 , ct1 ) = e(pkTS , pkTS )r1 and TRE.Broadcast outputs one of these
values. By the choice of s, Q1 and Q2 can output q different values for a fixed
t0 . Although Q1 cannot return an output for t0 = t or t0 = −d, and Q2 cannot
return an output for t0 = −d, the distribution of the outputs of Q1 and Q2
are computationally indistinguishable from the actual distribution since q is
exponential in the security parameter λ. Hence, the distribution of the outputs
of the oracles Q1 and Q2 are computationally indistinguishable from the real
distribution.
When Z = e(P, Q)abr1 , (ct0 , ct1 , ct2 ) is an encryption of the message m0 with
the public key pkTS . When Z is random value from µq , (ct0 , ct1 , ct2 ) is an encryption of the message m∗ = m0 ·r2 ·(r2 +fπ (e(P, Q)r1 Z −1 )−fπ (e(P, Q)r1 (1−ab) ))−1 .
In IND$-R-ST-CPA, the correct distribution of m∗ is the uniform distribution over
K ∗ . Since fπ makes a computationally indistinguishable distribution from the
uniform distribution over K, m∗ is also computationally indistinguishable from
the uniform distribution over K ∗ while the random message should be uniformly
chosen from K ∗ . If we replace fπ (·) by a uniform distribution over K, m∗ is uniformly distributed over K ∗ which is the correct distribution for m∗ . Therefore,
the advantage of B is reduced by the advantage of D at most where D is a distinguisher D between fπ (Uµq ) and UK . When switching to the distribution for B,
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the probability of success is reduced by 3/q + δfπ at most. Hence, the advantage
of B to solve the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem is lower bounded by
δ − 3/q − δfπ and the time complexity of B is η + 3ηe + ηE.Enc where δfπ is the
advantage of D, ηe is the time to evaluate the pairing e(·, ·), and ηE.Enc is the
execution time of E.Enc.
t
u
Using Theorem 3, we obtain IND-R-CPA security when the domain of t is small.

5.2

Decryption With Master Time Bound Key

The biggest difference between our construction and other constructions is the
existence of the master time bound key. By using the master time bound key,
a ciphertext of unknown release time can be decrypted. By our construction,
a ciphertext consists of (ct0 , ct1 , ct2 ). In order to decrypt a ciphertext, we need
to compute e(τt , ct1 ) should be computed. Due to Property 3, the master time
bound key mkTS can replace any time bound key. Indeed, the receiver only needs
to ask the trusted server to compute e(mkTS , ct1 ) to decrypt the ciphertext. Since
ct1 is independent from the message, the trusted server cannot learn anything
about the message while computing e(mkTS , ct1 ).
Similarly, the trusted server can terminate its service without any computational and storage overhead while preventing losing the encrypted data of users
by revealing the master time bound key. Since the master time bound key can
replace any time bound key, we do not need any extra algorithm for the decryption with mkTS . This is an advantage for the trusted server as it does not need
to provide any additional algorithm for the decryption with master time bound
key.
On the other hand, the time bound key τt which is generated by TRE.Broadcast
can be equal to the master time bound key mkTS depending on the random value
s. Therefore, the master time bound key can be broadcasted by the trusted server
as a time bound key of a certain time period. However, it can happen with probability of at most 1/(q − 1) where q is exponential in the security parameter λ, so
it happens in negligible cases. The trusted server could also easily prevent this
problem by comparing the time bound key with master time bound key before
the broadcast.

5.3

Discussion

Since our construction uses an elliptic curve over an extension field Fp2 , we first
need to know what is the computational overhead compared to other constructions which work on Fp . However, it is not easy to compare the exact overhead
because some constructions [4, 7–9, 13] are based on the generic bilinear pairing,
and some constructions [15, 18] are based on the generic identity-based encryption. Therefore, their computational cost is dependent on the underlying bilinear
pairing and the underlying identity-based encryption scheme. An identity-based
18

encryption scheme is usually based on the bilinear pairing1 , and it always requires
at least one evaluation of the bilinear pairing. One of most common instantiation
of the bilinear pairing is to use the Weil pairing or the Tate pairing after applying a distortion map to one of two input points. Since the distortion map maps
a point defined on the elliptic curve over a field Fp to Fp2 , the computation of
the Weil pairing or the Tate pairing is actually the computations on Fp2 . Therefore, the asymptotic complexities of our construction and other constructions
are similar as long as the bilinear pairing is the most complex computation.
Our construction can also be built on the top of generic bilinear pairings.
Let G be an additive cyclic group, GT be a multiplicative cyclic group, and
ê : G × G −→ GT be a bilinear pairing. If we define P = (g, 0), Q = (0, g)
and e(aP + bQ, cP + dQ) = e((ag, bg), (cg, dg)) = ê(ag, dg)ê(cg, bg)−1 , we can
obtain the same construction on the top of generic pairing. The computation of e
however requires two evaluations of a generic bilinear pairing ê. As we mentioned
in the previous paragraph, a generic bilinear pairing is usually instantiated with
the Weil pairing or the Tate pairing. We therefore use the Weil pairing over Fp2
for the efficiency. We note that the construction with a generic pairing can be
more efficient than our construction with the Weil pairing if one can instantiate
a more efficient bilinear pairing.
In our construction, the encryption requires a single evaluation of the Weil
(0)
(1)
pairing e. Since the encryption always requires to compute e(pkTS , pkTS ), it
can be precomputed by the trusted server and integrated into the trusted server
public key. Therefore, we can make the encryption faster by replacing the trusted
(2)
(1)
(1)
(0)
server public key pkTS to (e(pkTS , pkTS ), pkTS , pkTS ).

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a timed-release encryption scheme which has the
master time bound key. With master time bound key, a ciphertext can be decrypted even if the release time of the ciphertext is unknown. We also showed
that our construction is IND-TS-CCA-secure and IND-R-ST-CPA-secure.
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